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In spite of their potential usefulness, the characterizations of Wigner functions for Bose and Fermi statistics
given by O’Connell and Wigner himself almost thirty years ago [Phys. Rev. A 30, 2613 (1984)] have drawn
little attention. With an eye towards applications in quantum chemistry, we revisit and reformulate them in a
more convenient way.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

By definition, a spinless n-body Wigner quasiprobability
distribution (or Wigner function for short) is given in terms
of the density matrix in configuration or momentum space,
respectively, ρ, ρ̂, by [1]

Wρ(x; p) := 1

πdn

∫
ρ(x − z; x + z) e2i p·z d z

= 1

πdn

∫
ρ̂ ( p − z; p + z) e−2ix·z d z, (1)

with the notation x = (x1, . . . ,xn) for n bodies, where xi ∈ Rd

(say d = 3 for ordinary space), and similarly for p and z.
For a pure state one has ρ(x; x′) = �(x)�∗(x′), with � the
corresponding wave function. We have taken units so that
h̄ = 1. The relation ρ ↔ Wρ is one to one, being the restriction
to the convex set of positive kernels of unit trace of a linear
isomorphism of functions of two sets of variables, essentially
the inverse of the unitary Wigner transformation.1

Averages of Wigner functions with classical phase-space
observables reproduce the expected values predicted by
standard quantum mechanics. This is why they have become
an important tool, successfully adopted in statistical physics,
quantum optics [3], and now chemistry [4,5]. It is however not
easy to characterize them, although necessary and sufficient
conditions for a phase-space function to be an admissible
Wigner quasiprobability distribution are known [4,6,7].

Now, a natural question is: when does a Wigner function
correspond to a wave function symmetric or antisymmetric
under permutations of its variables? This was posed since
the early days, in view of applications: see the references in
Ref. [8]. But only the latter article purported to offer a general
answer.2

On their characterization, O’Connell and Wigner wrote:
“It must be admitted that this equation for the distribution
function, postulating the Bose statistics for a system of spin-0
particles, is much more complicated that the corresponding
equation for the density matrix.” After discussing one-half
spin systems, towards the conclusion of the paper, twice more
they repeat this gloomy assessment almost verbatim.

1Várilly and one of us proved this transformation in Ref. [2] to be
of order 24.

2We leave aside the second-quantized approach to Wigner
quasiprobability, which has known scant success.

It is true that their key formulas (14a) or (14b), together with
their Eq. (11), look rather unwieldy. This moreover seems to
have discouraged borrowing of the second and more interesting
part of their paper, on systems of spin 1/2 particles, hardly
exploited elsewhere. They offered no examples.

Of late, development of density functional theory based
on 1-body Wigner functions led us to reexamine the matter.3

We give here a simple answer to the question of quantum
statistics for Wigner functions. We will be dealing mainly
with identical fermions, for which the Wigner function is a
spin multiplet; hence definition (1) will be insufficient. Even
so, our characterizations take the form of mere preservations
or changes of sign under permutation of two variables—just as
in the ordinary formalism of quantum mechanics. This makes
it plain that such permutations squared induce the identity, a
fact not at all obvious in Ref. [8].

The summary of the article is as follows: We deal first
with the conditions for symmetric or antisymmetric spinless
Wigner functions—both are required for quantum chemistry
purposes. We illustrate our contentions with a few example
classes of concrete Wigner functions in Sec. III. Then we go
on to Wigner spin orbitals, revisiting the second part of Ref. [8].
In Sec. V we exemplify again. Section VI is the conclusion.

II. THE BASIC THEOREM

It will be enough to consider the 2-body problem. Bringing
in mean and difference coordinates, or, in chemists’ jargon,
extracule and intracule coordinates, respectively given by

R = 1√
2

(x1 + x2), r = 1√
2

(x1 − x2), (2)

with the customary abuse of notation, the symmetry or anti-
symmetry conditions (say, on configuration space) for spinless
bodies respectively read ρ(R,r; R′,r ′) = ±ρ(R, − r; R′,r ′)
or ρ(R,r; R′,r ′) = ±ρ(R,r; R′, − r ′). Together they imply

ρ(R,r; R′,r ′) = ρ(R, − r; R′, − r ′) (3)

3Their N -representability conditions, including nonensemble as-
pects [9,10], are well understood. Existence and some of the
properties of the energy functional with Wigner functions as variables
were established in Ref. [4]. The theory has the flavour of an almost
exact Thomas-Fermi formalism in phase space, needing “only” to
incorporate electron correlation.
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and, reciprocally, the latter indistinguishability property to-
gether with either of the above conditions implies the other.

It is not hard to see that with

P = 1√
2

( p1 + p2), p = 1√
2

( p1 − p2), (4)

the meaning of W (R,r; P, p) is unambiguous. This is due
to the linear symplectic invariance of the Wigner function
formalism. Then (3) is equivalent to

W (R,r; P, p) = W (R, − r; P, − p). (5)

Since the discussion turns around the intracule variables, it is
worth regarding R, P as parameters, introducing the following
notation:

ωR,P (r, p) := W (R,r; P, p).

Let us now invoke the following partial Fourier transform on
the intracule set of variables:

ω̃R,P (v, p) :=
∫

ωR,P (r, p) e2iv·rd r = ω̃R,P (−v, − p).

The last equality is seen to hold when (3) or equivalently (5)
hold, and reciprocally. Presently, we have two momentum-like
intracular variables, and the following appears natural:

Theorem 1. A spinless Wigner 2-body function comes from
a density matrix symmetric or antisymmetric in its first set of
variables (respectively, in its second set) if and only if, for all
v and p,

ω̃R,P (v, p) = ±ω̃R,P ( p,v)

[respectively, ω̃R,P (v, p) = ±ω̃R,P (− p, − v)]. (6)

Proof. Consider the following integral:

ω̃R,P (v, p) = 1

π2d

∫
ρ(R − Z,r − z; R + Z,r + z)

× e2i P ·Z+2i p·ze2iv·rd Zd zd r

= ±1

π2d

∫
ρ(R − Z,z − r; R + Z,z + r)

× e2i P ·Z+2iv·re2i p·zd Zd rd z

= ±
∫

ωR,P (z,v)e2i p·zd z =: ±ω̃R,P ( p,v).

Thus necessity of the first condition is proved. Conversely,
given that ρ ↔ Wρ is one-to-one, it is readily seen that (6)
holds only if ρ is respectively symmetric or antisymmetric.
The proof of the second condition is similar. Clearly, if we
assume ω̃R,P (v, p) = ω̃R,P (−v, − p), either of the conditions
of (6) implies the other.

Our result extends to n-body functions by just considering
intracule and extracule coordinates for the first pair of
adjacently labeled particles. That is, we require only one
condition of the kind (6), together with the indistinguishability
condition (5) for all intracules.

III. EXAMPLES

Use of Gaussian basis sets in density functional theory with
Wigner functions is if anything more natural than in standard
quantum chemistry [11]. This motivates our first example.

Example 1. Take as a boson-type wave function the sym-
metric product of two general Gaussians centered at the origin:

�(x1,x2) = C [ψ1(x1)ψ2(x2) + ψ1(x2)ψ2(x1)] , (7)

where, for j = 1, 2,

ψj (x) = d
1/4
j

π1/4
e− 1

2 dj x
2− i

2 bj dj x
2

with dj > 0, bj ∈ R.

(The normalization factor C is unimportant here.) The
corresponding 2-body quasidensity is

W (x1,x2; p1,p2) ∝ W11(x1; p1)W22(x2; p2)

+W22(x1; p1)W11(x2; p2)

+W12(x1; p1)W21(x2; p2)

+W21(x1; p1)W12(x2; p2). (8)

Here Wjk represents an interference; namely,

Wjk(x,p) = d
1/4
j d

1/4
k

πd
1/2
jk

e−Ajkx
2−2Bjkxp−d−1

jk p2
,

where

djk := 1
2 (dj + dk) + i

2 (bjdj − bkdk),

bjk := 1
2 (bjdj + bkdk) − i

2 (dj − dk),

Ajk := djk + b2
jk

/
djk,

Bjk := bjk/djk.

The quadratic form in the exponent of the Wjk is given by
a symmetric, symplectic matrix with positive definite real
part [4]. When k = j , we have a Gaussian pure state,

Wjj (x,p) = π−1e−(dj +b2
j dj )x2−2bj xp−d−1

j p2
,

whose coefficient matrix is real, symplectic, and positive
definite [12].

To see that the quasidensity (8) fulfils (6), change variables
according to Eqs. (2) and (4) and let λijkl(R,r; P,p) :=
Wij (x1; p1)Wkl(x2; p2). Now, multiplying by e2ivr and inte-
grating with respect to r , we obtain, after a little work,∫

λjjkk(R,r; P,p)e2ivrdr =
∫

λjkkj (R,r; P,v)e2iprdr

with k �= j,

thereby verifying condition (6) for this example. Mutatis
mutandis, Gaussian sets like the ones in (7) with a minus
instead of a plus sign exemplify the antisymmetric case.

Example 2. In the early years of quantum mechanics, as
a prolegomenon to calculating the energy levels for helium,
Heisenberg [13] studied the harmonium, an exactly integrable
analog of a two-electron atom. It exhibits two fermions
interacting with an external harmonic potential and repelling
each other by a Hooke-type force. Being simple, but not
trivial, this system has been borrowed in many contexts. It
is sometimes called the “Moshinsky atom,” since Moshinsky
reintroduced it with the purpose of studying correlation energy
[5,14]. Also, it has been recruited to investigate black-hole
entropy [15], Bose-Einstein condensation [16], fundamental
issues in interference experiments [17], and sundry ones
in quantum chemistry—see Refs. [10,18,19] and references
therein.
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The harmonium Hamiltonian in Hartree-like units is given
by

H (x1,x2; p1, p2)

= | p1|2
2

+ | p2|2
2

+ k

2
(|x1|2 + |x2|2) − δ

4
|x1 − x2|2.

Introducing extracule and intracule coordinates and the
frequencies ν := √

k and μ := √
k − δ, the Hamiltonian is

rewritten as that of two independent oscillators:

H = HR + Hr := |P |2
2

+ ν2|R|2
2

+ | p|2
2

+ μ2|r|2
2

.

Since the problem factorizes completely, we work in dimen-
sion one. The orbital part of such an eigenfunction is written
φn(R)ψm(r), with the parity of ψm(r) even for spin singlet
states and odd for triplet states. Wigner quasiprobabilities
associated with those eigenvectors have the general form
Wn(R,P )Wm(r,p), where, with Ln denoting the nth Laguerre
polynomial,

Wn(R,P ) = (−1)n

π
Ln(4HR/ν)e−2HR/ν,

Wm(r,p) = (−1)m

π
Lm(4Hr/μ)e−2Hr/μ.

Defining

�m(v,p) = (−1)m
∫

Wm(r,p)e2ivrdr

= 1

π

∫
Lm(4Hr/μ)e−2Hr/μe2ivrdr,

by use of the generating function of the Laguerre polynomials,
we obtain

∞∑
m=0

�m(v,p)xm

= 1

π (1 − x)

∫
e−4(Hr/μ)x/(1−x)e−2(Hr/μ)e2ivrdr

= 1

π (1 − x)
e− 1+x

1−x
p2/μ

∫
e− 1+x

1−x
μr2+2ivrdr

= 1√
πμ(1 − x2)

exp

(
−1 + x

1 − x

p2

μ
− 1 − x

1 + x

v2

μ

)

=
∞∑

m=0

(−)m�m(p,v)xm.

Thus �m(v,p) = −�m(p,v) for m odd and �m(v,p) =
�m(p,v) for m even, and whenever the wave function
�nm ≡ φnψm is symmetric or antisymmetric, the correspond-
ing Wigner functions Wnm(R,P ; r,p) = Wn(R,P )Wm(r,p) in
agreement with (6) do respectively satisfy∫

Wnm(R,P ; r,p)e2ivrdr = ±
∫

Wnm(R,P ; r,v)e2iprdr.

IV. SPIN WIGNER FUNCTIONS

The standard definition for spin- 1
2 Wigner functions, found

for instance in the seminal work on atomic Wigner functions
[20], regards the latter (just as the density matrices) as 2n × 2n

matrices in spin space:

Wς1,...,ςn; ς ′
1,...,ς

′
n

ρ (x1, . . . ,xn; p1, . . . , pn)

:= 1

πdn

∫
ρ(x − z; ς1, . . . ,ςn; x + z,ς ′

1, . . . ,ς
′
n)e2i p·zd z.

Here ς and ς ′ denote the discrete spin variables. In particular,
a 1-body atomic Wigner distribution in matrix form would be
of the form

W (1) =
(

W↑1↑1′ (x; p) W↑1↓1′ (x, p)
W↓1↑1′ (x, p) W↓1↓1′ (x, p)

)
,

and a 2-body atomic Wigner distribution is

W (2) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

W↑1↑2↑′
1↑′

2 (1,2) W↑1↑2↑′
1↓′

2 (1,2) W↑1↑2↓′
1↑′

2 (1,2) W↑1↑2↓′
1↓′

2 (1,2)
W↑1↓2↑′

1↑′
2 (1,2) W↑1↓2↑′

1↓′
2 (1,2) W↑1↓2↓′

1↑′
2 (1,2) W↑1↓2↓′

1↓′
2 (1,2)

W↓1↑2↑′
1↑′

2 (1,2) W↓1↑2↑′
1↓′

2 (1,2) W↓1↑2↓′
1↑′

2 (1,2) W↓1↑2↓′
1↓′

2 (1,2)
W↓1↓2↑′

1↑′
2 (1,2) W↓1↓2↑′

1↓′
2 (1,2) W↓1↓2↓′

1↑′
2 (1,2) W↓1↓2↓′

1↓′
2 (1,2)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠,

where (1,2) on the right-hand side stands for the orbital phase-
space variables. We normalize these (perchance reduced)
Wigner functions by tr

∫
W (1)dxd p = 1, tr

∫
W (2)d1d2 = 1

(not quite the custom in chemistry). Symmetry of ρ under
interchange of both orbital and spin variables entails

W (2)
ρ (1,2) = AW (2)

ρ (2,1)A, where A =

⎛
⎜⎝

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎠.

(9)

The matrix approach does not display the angular momen-
tum structure of the reduced functions, and contains severe

redundancies in practice. It was implicitly criticized by Wigner
in his last years [8,21]. He sought instead to endow the
spin Wigner functions with ostensible physical meaning, by
arranging their entries into tensors under the rotation group.

Given the essentially unitary matrix,

U := 1

2

(
σκ

ςς ′
) = 1

2

⎛
⎜⎝

1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
0 i −i 0
1 0 0 −1

⎞
⎟⎠,

where

κ = 0, x, y, z and UU † = 1/2,
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for the 1-body quasiprobability those are provided by⎛
⎜⎝

W 0

Wx

Wy

Wz

⎞
⎟⎠ = U

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

W↑1↑1′

W↑1↓1′

W↓1↑1′

W↓1↓1′

⎞
⎟⎟⎠.

There the entries on the right-hand side are not real in general;
but on the left side they are. Matters turn interesting for the
2-body function, whereupon⎛
⎜⎝

W 0

Wx

Wy

Wz

⎞
⎟⎠ ⊗

⎛
⎜⎝

W 0

Wx

Wy

Wz

⎞
⎟⎠ = (

U ⊗ U
)
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

W↑1↑1′

W↑1↓1′

W↓1↑1′

W↓1↓1′

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ⊗

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

W↑2↑2′

W↑2↓2′

W↓2↑2′

W↓2↓2′

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

⎤
⎥⎥⎦.

(10)

The central question addressed by O’Connell and Wigner
is the transformation of U ⊗ U under particle exchange
1 ↔ 2. This is better answered in terms of the physical tensor
components of W . Denoting representations of the rotation
group by their dimension, and since the 1-body function is the
sum of one rotational scalar and one vector part, the addition
rule for angular momentum yields

([1] ⊕ [3])⊗2 = 2[1] ⊕ 3[3] ⊕ [5];

that is, two scalars, three vectors, and one quadrupole (sym-
metric traceless tensor). Let now W 00 replace W 0 ⊗ W 0 in the
notation, and so on. The particle exchange in the spin space
ς1 ↔ ς2 can be understood as a unitary transformation in the
spin space; namely,

Wαβ |ς1↔ς2 :=
∑
γ,δ

B
αβ

γ δ Wγδ with γ, δ ∈ {0, x, y, z},

and it is easy to show that

B
αβ

γ δ = 1
4 tr[(σασ γ ⊗ σβσ δ)A] and B = B† = B−1.

Wigner and O’Connell suggest to take this matrix as the
basic quantity of the theory. Its eigenvalues must be equal
to ±1. We diagonalize B and observe that its eigenvectors,
thus possessing (anti-) symmetric properties under particle
exchange, are irreducible tensors under the rotation group.
They constitute a basis for the space of 2-body Wigner
distributions in spin space. In fine, we reorganize the left-hand
side of Eq. (10) as the following spin multiplet:

Wsc1 = W 00 − Wxx − Wyy − Wzz,

Wsc2 = 1
3 (3W 00 + Wxx + Wyy + Wzz),

Wv1 = (Wx0 + W 0x,Wy0 + W 0y,Wz0 + W 0z),

Wv2 = (Wx0
− + iW

zy
− ,W

y0
− + iWxz

− ,W 0z
− + iW

xy
− ),

Wv3 = (Wx0
− − iW

zy
− ,W

y0
− − iWxz

− ,Wz0
− − iW

yx
− ),

Wq = (−Wxx − Wyy + 2Wzz,Wxy + Wyx,Wyz + Wzy,

Wxx − Wyy,Wxz + Wzx),

with Wx0
− := Wx0 − W 0x,W

xy
− := Wxy − Wyx , and so on.

The first two terms of the multiplet are the scalars, one
symmetric and the other antisymmetric under spin particle
exchange, then the three vectors, two symmetric and one
antisymmetric, and the quadrupole (symmetric) in a standard
presentation.

In summary, collecting (sc1, sc2, v1, v2, v3, q) ≡ f , for
us an electronic 2-body Wigner function is the multiplet
denoted ω(r, p; f ), the extracule labels being suppressed. The
Fermi symmetry condition for the exchange of one set of spin
coordinates ς1 ↔ ς2 and of the spatial coordinates, borrowing
the notation used in the spinless case, reads

ω̃(v, p; f ) := −ω̃( p,v; f ς1↔ς2 ).

Then the exchange transformation rule for the Wigner function
multiplet comes out, if anything, simpler, in that there are fewer
minus signs than the one for the density matrix:⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ω̃sc1(v, p)
ω̃sc2(v, p)
ω̃v1(v, p)
ω̃v2(v, p)
ω̃v3(v, p)
ω̃q(v, p)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

+1
−1

−1
−1

+1
−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

×

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ω̃sc1( p,v)
ω̃sc2( p,v)
ω̃v1( p,v)
ω̃v2( p,v)
ω̃v3( p,v)
ω̃q( p,v)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (11)

This is because ω̃sc1 is odd under ς1 ↔ ς2, while ω̃sc2 is even,
and so on. Of course, one can choose to impose the Fermi
condition on the primed spin coordinates. Then ω̃v2, ω̃v3 are
peculiar in that they become respectively odd and even.4 But
the general indistinguishability condition (9) now implies⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ω̃sc1(v, p)
ω̃sc2(v, p)
ω̃v1(v, p)
ω̃v2(v, p)
ω̃v3(v, p)
ω̃q(v, p)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

+1
+1

+1
−1

−1
+1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

×

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ω̃sc1(−v, − p)
ω̃sc2(−v, − p)
ω̃v1(−v, − p)
ω̃v2(−v, − p)
ω̃v3(−v, − p)
ω̃q(−v, − p)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

and this saves the day.

V. MORE EXAMPLES

Formula (11) is well adapted to the needs of quantum chem-
istry since the standard Hamiltonian there does not contain spin
coordinates; thus one uses a spin-restricted formalism [23],
with the same set of symmetric or antisymmetric spatial
orbitals for “up” and “down” spins. Then several components
of the Wigner multiplet simply vanish. For a two-fermion

4The same behavior was observed by studying the spin structure for
the 2-body reduced density matrix in Sec. 6A of Ref. [22].
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system, the singlet pure spin state is of the form

Wsinglet = 1
2 (↑1↑1′↓2↓2′ − ↑1↓1′↓2↑2′ − ↓1↑1′↑2↓2′

+ ↓1↓1′↑2↑2′)W = Wsc1.

The only nonzero contribution is given by the first scalar, and in
the occasion the Pauli principle naturally reads ω̃singlet(v, p) =
ω̃singlet( p,v). The one-body Wigner distribution for this state is
just W 0. For triplet states, one deals with a linear superposition
of symmetric spin states; namely,

|�〉 = α|↑1↑2〉 + β
|↑1↓2〉 + |↓1↑2〉√

2
+ γ |↓1↓2〉,

provided that

|α|2 + |β|2 + |γ |2 = 1.

In terms of the Wigner spin multiplet, it reads

W triplet = (|α|2 + |γ |2)
(
Wsc2 + 1

3Wq,1
)

+ |β|2 (
Wsc2 − 2

3Wq,1
)

+ 1√
2
(α∗β + αβ∗ + γ ∗β + γβ∗)Wv1,x

+ i√
2
(α∗β − αβ∗ − γ ∗β + γβ∗)Wv1,y

+ (|α|2 − |γ |2)Wv1,z + i√
2
(α∗β − αβ∗

+ γ ∗β − γβ∗)Wq,3 + i(γα∗ − γ ∗α)Wq,2

+ (γα∗ + γ ∗α)Wq,4

+ 1√
2
(α∗β + αβ∗ − γ ∗β − γβ∗)Wq,5.

In the multiplet expansion of the triplet there appear only the
second scalar, the first vector, and the quadrupole. They all
carry minus signs in Eq. (11), and the transformation rule
reads ω̃triplet(v; p) = −ω̃triplet( p; v). Its one-body distribution
is equal to

W 0 + 1√
2
(α∗β + αβ∗ + γ ∗β + γβ∗)Wx

+ i√
2
(α∗β − αβ∗ − γ ∗β + γβ∗)Wy + (|α|2 − |γ |2)Wz.

Notice how different are the β = γ = 0 or β = α = 0
basic states, leading respectively to survival of W 00 + Wzz ±
(Wz0 + W 0z), from the α = γ = 0 state, to which there cor-
responds W 00 + Wxx + Wyy − Wzz. That these states belong
in different strata under rotations is somewhat hidden in the
Hilbert space formalism—see the discussion in Sec. 7.7.c of
Ref. [24]—but here it is apparent.

VI. CONCLUSION

We hope to have thrown long-due light on the achievements
of Ref. [8], helping to rescue its insights from near oblivion.
On the theoretical side, the little attention received by that
paper has concerned mostly its adaptation to the spherical
phase-space Moyal formalism for spin, developed by Várilly
and one of us in Ref. [25]. For a recent example, see
Ref. [26]. As well, for a nice treatment of that formalism, em-
phasizing its connection to the tensor operators, see Ref. [27].
The middle path followed here, in the footsteps of Wigner and
O’Connell, displays as well the physical appeal and informa-
tion of the spherical method, while appearing better adapted to
the needs of quantum chemistry. We can only speculate that it
essentially coincides with the (so far, unpublished) approach
“by the theory of group representations” arrived at by Moyal
in his last years ([28], Ch. 8).

Needless to say, one may formulate all our results anal-
ogously in terms of distributions of the sort ω̂R,P (r,s) :=∫

ωR,P (r, p)e−2is· pd p.
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